There is nothing like hearing and seeing the Maharishi Vedic Pandits in person. I was blown away by the palpable bliss in the air, both at the Pandit and the Guest campuses, and felt rejuvenated and enlivened after every recitation. Come for the consciousness, stay for the bliss!” – M D, Canada

The best gift
“Bliss simply pervades this place! I felt restored and transformed from the inside out. Going to the Brahmasthan was the best gift I have ever given myself.” – CG, Canada

Most powerful experience ever
“To be there, in the midst of 1,331 Pandits chanting the Veda – is the most powerful experience ever. There are no words to describe it: one needs to experience it. If you haven’t gone to the Brahmasthan yet, plan to go in the next season. If you have gone, consider going again – it just gets better and better.” – H F-G, Canada
To create and maintain world peace permanently, Maharishi designed the Global Peace Initiative. The Global Peace Initiative is establishing a large group of specially trained Vedic Pandits whose practice of Yogic Flying along with their performance of Vedic Yagyas can create a profound and measureable influence of peace for the world. In 2008, Maharishi founded the Brahmananda Saraswati Trust to support this group of professional peacekeepers in perpetuity.